How to Knit or Crochet: Hat with rolled brim knitted in the round (stockinette stitch)

Pattern by Virginia Robinson

Yarn: knitting worsted weight

Needles: #8 circular (12” or 16”)
or size required to obtain gauge for body

Gauge: 4 stitches = 1 inch

Sizes: all sizes

Body: cast on 60 (72, 84 sts), join sts, and knit every round, marking beg of round for 6” (7.25”, 8.5”)

Crown:
1. Round 1: *K10, K2 tog; repeat from * to end of round
2. Round 2: *K9, K2 tog; repeat from * to end of round
3. Round 3-10: continue in this way, having one less st in every round before the K2 togs (changing to dp needles when necessary)
4. Round 11: K2 tog around

Finishing:
1. Cut yarn leaving an 8” end; thread yarn into a blunt needle
2. Draw up sts tightly
3. Put needle through sts again and fasten securely
4. Weave in yarn ends securely

*If you don’t want a rolled brim for the cuff, K2, P2